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Techniques You’ll Master
쐍 Understand the procedures of material requirements planning
(MRP).
쐍 Set up an organizational structure for MRP.
쐍 Maintain material master records for reorder point planning.
쐍 Configure control parameters for reorder point planning.
쐍 Execute a planning run.
쐍 Control automatic source determination.
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This chapter will focus on consumption-based planning and especially on manual
reorder point planning. It will explain the most important differences between
consumption-based and demand-driven planning. The MRP process, the relevant
organizational structure, the MRP data in the material master record, and the
available control parameters will be explained. The source determination procedure will also be covered in detail.

Real-World Scenario
In the past, the responsibilities of planners and buyers were clearly separated. Today, the roles of planners and buyers have changed. Purchasers very
often concentrate on strategic tasks, such as negotiating contracts with suppliers, while the operational creation of purchase requisitions and order processing has been transferred to the material planners.
As a consultant for sourcing and procurement, it is essential that you are
familiar with the upstream and downstream processes of pure procurement
processing. Optimized and reliable MRP is the prerequisite for a reliable supply of both external and internal customer requirements, as well as for production.
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options for carrying out MRP, and finally, explore the possibilities for analyzing
the planning results.

Introduction to MRP
In this introductory section, we will highlight the functions of MRP. We will then
look at the possible results of an MRP run. Finally, we will explain the different
planning procedures that are offered in an SAP S/4HANA system.

Function of MRP
The main function of MRP is to ensure material availability to cover all requirements and avoid delays in order fulfillment. It is the task of the department for
MRP and disposition to identify, analyze, and, if possible, resolve existing shortfall
situations—and to convert procurement proposals into production orders or purchase orders in good time.
Automated MRP is intended to reduce the workload of the MRP controllers as
much as possible so that they can focus on those materials for which the system
cannot automatically create a balance between requirements and requirements
coverage (e.g., due to vendor backlogs).

Objectives of This Portion of the Test

MRP Results

The purpose of this portion of the certification exam is to test your knowledge in
MRP, especially consumption-based planning with SAP S/4HANA. For the certification, you need to have a good understanding of the following topics:

Automated MRP focuses on shortages and supports the MRP controller in recognizing these quickly and processing them efficiently. The system automatically
creates procurement proposals for purchasing and production. Exception messages
are generated in the case of shortages that the planning run cannot resolve.

쐍 Planning procedures
쐍 Procurement proposals
쐍 Lot-sizing procedures
쐍 Scheduling
쐍 Planning levels
쐍 Source determination
쐍 Configuration of the planning parameters
쐍 Running MRP and analyzing the results

Key Concept Refresher
In this chapter, we consider the processes and configuration of MRP in an SAP
S/4HANA system. We look at the organizational units, the master data, and the key
control parameters. We describe the steps of an MRP run, examine the different

Planned orders, purchase requisitions, and scheduling agreement schedule lines are
the possible procurement proposals that can be created by the automatic planning
run. Planned orders and purchase requisitions are internal planning elements that
can be changed, rescheduled, or deleted at almost any time. In contrast, schedule
lines are fixed elements with a binding character; they are transmitted to the supplier either directly or indirectly in the form of forecast or just-in-time delivery
schedules.
For each plant, you can define whether a material is produced in-house or procured externally, or whether both procurement types are possible. You determine
this using an indicator in the material master record called procurement type. The
procurement type of a material is a factor that influences which procurement proposals are created by MRP. Figure 8.1 shows a material that is procured externally
(the indicator is F). An internally produced material would have an E, and if you
allowed both, you would set an X in the Procurement Type field.
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Planning Run

In-House Production

Planned order

External Procurement

Planned order
only with
classic MRP
Purchase
requisition

Production
order

Purchase
order

Scheduling
agreement
delivery
schedule line

Figure 8.1 Procurement Type of a Material
Figure 8.2 MRP Results: Procurement Proposals

The second factor influencing the creation of procurement proposals by MRP is
the method you choose to run MRP. SAP S/4HANA offers two ways to start the
MRP run: MRP Live (a new MRP run optimized for SAP HANA) and the so-called
classic MRP, which was already available in SAP ERP. In the further course of this
book, we will come back to the special features, restrictions, and significant differences of these methods where it makes sense.
Figure 8.2 summarizes the entire process and shows under which conditions procurement proposals are created:
쐍 In-house production
The system creates planned orders for materials produced in-house, regardless
of whether you work with classic MRP or MRP Live. Once planning is complete,
the planned orders can be converted into production orders.
쐍 External procurement
For externally procured materials, you must distinguish between MRP Live and
classic MRP:
– MRP Live always creates delivery schedule lines for externally procured
material with valid delivery schedules, and it creates purchase requisitions
for all other externally procured material.
– With classic MRP, you decide when starting the MRP run whether the system
creates a planned order or directly a purchase requisition for planning the
externally procured quantity. If a planned order is created, the MRP controller must first convert it into a purchase requisition before the purchasing
department can create a purchase order. A purchase requisition, however, is
immediately available to the purchasing department. If a scheduling agreement exists for a material, it is also possible to create delivery schedule lines
directly in MRP.

Note
The business add-in PPH_MRP_SOURCING_BADI => SOS_DET_ADJUST allows you to
change the MRP element type of procurement proposal to be created by MRP. Implement
this BAdI if you want MRP Live to create planned orders rather than purchase requisitions
for externally procured materials.

MRP Procedures
Several planning procedures are available in SAP S/4HANA. We essentially distinguish between demand-based and consumption-based planning procedures.
In demand-based planning, the planning logic calculates the stock balance at any
point in time, considering the available stock, the planned receipts, and issues. In
the event of shortages, SAP S/4HANA creates appropriate requirements coverage in
the form of procurement proposals. Planned receipts include, for example, planned
orders, purchase requisitions, purchase orders, and manufacturing orders. Planned
issues—which trigger requirements—include planned independent requirements,
sales orders, reservations, dependent requirements, and stock transfer requirements.
Consumption-based planning procedures are based on previous material consumption. Concrete requirements such as sales orders or reservations are not usually included in the planning calculation. The following planning procedures are
available in consumption-based planning:
쐍 A very common procedure for consumption-based planning is the reorder point
procedure. In this procedure, the system checks whether the stock available for
planning falls below the reorder point from the material master. We distinguish
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between manual reorder point planning, in which the MRP controller determines the reorder point manually and automatic reorder point planning, in
which the system calculates the reorder point using the forecast.
쐍 Another method is forecast-based planning. MRP creates procurement proposals if the total forecast requirements up to a certain point in time exceed the
total firmed receipt quantity up to the same point in time. The total firm receipt
quantity includes stock, production orders, purchase orders, firm planned
orders, and firm (or fixed) purchase requisitions. You will find a definition of
fixed purchase requisitions under the “Net Requirements Calculation in Reorder Point Planning” heading.
쐍 A variant of the forecast-based planning procedure is the time-phased planning
procedure. In time-phased planning, future requirements are also estimated
using the forecast values. In this procedure, however, planning is only carried
out at fixed times within a certain time interval, for example, to consider the
fixed delivery weekday of a vendor.
A low-value material with a relatively constant consumption is suitable for consumption-based methods. A high-value material with strong fluctuations in
demand is more eligible for demand-driven procedures. Demand-driven planning
is particularly suitable for the planning of finished products and important assemblies and components (A parts according to ABC analysis), while consumptionbased planning is preferably used for areas without in-house production or for the
planning of B and C parts (according to ABC analysis), as well as for operating
resources.
Figure 8.3 MRP Type of a Material

Tip
Neither demand-driven planning nor forecasting are relevant for certification. In the following chapters, we will therefore concentrate on manual reorder point planning. Nevertheless, you must know the different planning procedures and be able to name the
differences as they are explained here.

The MRP type is the key that you use to define the procedure for planning a material. The MRP type is part of the plant data (or the MRP area data of a material) and
is entered in the material master record. This allows a material to be planned in different plants using different MRP procedures.
Many MRP types are delivered in SAP S/4HANA. In Customizing, you can configure new MRP types that better meet your requirements. Figure 8.3 shows a material that is planned with the reorder point planning procedure.
Note
The MRP type is discussed in more detail in the section “MRP Type and Associated Parameters.”

Planning Level in the Organizational Structure
The organizational unit relevant for materials planning in SAP S/4HANA is the
MRP area. The MRP area corresponds to a plant or part of a plant.
We distinguish between the following MRP area types:
쐍 Plant MRP area (type 01)
쐍 MRP area for storage location(s) (type 02)
쐍 MRP area for subcontractor (type 03)
When you create a plant in SAP S/4HANA, the system automatically creates a corresponding MRP area in the background with the same number. If you do not
make any further settings (that is, if you do not create storage location MRP areas
or MRP areas for subcontractors), the plant MRP area covers the whole plant, and
MRP areas and plants are identical. If you want to carry out MRP at the plant level,
you do not need any further configuration.
However, if, for example, you want to manage your standard storage location separately from your spare parts storage location within a plant, you will create MRP
areas for storage locations. An MRP area for storage locations corresponds to one
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or more storage locations within a plant. A storage location can only be assigned to
one MRP area.
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You maintain MRP areas in Customizing. You can find the path in Figure 8.5.

Using MRP areas, you can also plan the provision of components for individual
subcontractors separately. You then define an MRP area for each subcontractor. In
other words, storage location MRP areas and subcontractor MRP areas enable a
material to be planned differently within a plant.
The plant MRP area initially includes the whole plant with all storage locations and
subcontractor stocks. If you then define MRP areas for storage locations and for
subcontractors, the plant MRP area is reduced by exactly these storage locations
and subcontractors, as they are now planned independently.
Figure 8.4 shows three examples of how you can define MRP areas within a plant.
Here, plant 1010 corresponds to the default configuration. The entire plant stock is
considered during planning, and every material maintained in this plant is
planned uniformly within the plant. There are no specific settings required.
In plant 1020, the storage location 0003 is planned separately from the rest of the
plant. To fulfill this requirement, you create an MRP area for storage location and
assign it to the storage location 0003. The plant-MRP area is reduced, then, by
exactly this storage location. Since the remaining storage locations are planned
together, they can remain assigned to the plant-MRP area. No further settings are
required for them.

Figure 8.5 Path to Customizing of MRP Areas

Figure 8.6 shows an example of customizing MRP areas for plant/storage locations.

Plant 1030 is divided into three MRP areas: two groups of storage locations, each
corresponding to a storage location-MRP area, and an additional MRP area for a
subcontractor.

Figure 8.6 Customizing MRP Areas: Example of MRP Areas for Plant/Storage Locations

MRP areas that correspond to a plant are generated automatically and are available as standard in the SAP S/4HANA system. Their number is exactly the plant
number. MRP areas that correspond to storage locations or subcontractors must
be created in Customizing. Their number is assigned manually and must contain
at least five alphanumeric digits.

Material Master Data for Reorder Point Planning
A material can only be planned automatically if it has been maintained in the
respective plant or MRP area.
The MRP data in the material master record can be divided up as follows:
쐍 General data that can or must be defined (MRP controller, procurement type,
safety stock, etc.)

Figure 8.4 Planning Levels

쐍 Data that controls the MRP procedure (MRP type, reorder point by reorder point
planning, etc.)
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쐍 Data that is required for scheduling (planned delivery time, goods receipt processing time, etc.)
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procedure, the reorder level is calculated automatically by the system using the
forecast.

쐍 Data that is required for calculating the lot size (lot-size procedure and dependent data like fixed lot size or maximum stock level)
In the following section, we analyze the material master data that is relevant for
manual reorder point planning and discuss its effects in detail. For certification
purposes, it is important to understand the meaning of the individual fields discussed, but you only need to know their characteristics for manual reorder point
planning.

Level of Material Data Relevant for MRP
The data required for MRP is basically stored in the material master record at the
plant level.
If you have created storage location MRP areas and want to plan materials separately in these MRP areas, you must maintain MRP area-specific data. Otherwise,
these materials can only be planned at the plant level.
If you have MRP areas for subcontractors, it is not necessary to maintain your
materials for each individual subcontractor. If you do not maintain specific master
data for the subcontractor MRP area, then MRP in SAP S/4HANA uses the plant
data for default planning parameters.
Although it is not necessary to create an MRP area-specific material master record
for each part provided by the subcontractor, it is of course possible if you want to
override the default planning parameters.

MRP Type and Associated Parameters
You use the MRP type in the material master record at the plant or MRP area level
to define the procedure to be used for planning the material. Depending on the
MRP type, the system prompts you to enter further MRP parameters in the material master record. For example, if you select MRP type VB for manual reorder
point planning, you must enter a reorder point.
Figure 8.7 shows some MRP data of a material, especially the MRP type and the
reorder point on the MRP 1 tab.
Standard SAP S/4HANA includes several MRP types that cover the most common
procedures. You can create further MRP types according to your requirements in
Customizing under Materials Management • Consumption-Based Planning • Master Data • Check MRP Types.
SAP S/4HANA provides MRP type VB for the manual reorder point procedure and
type VM for the automatic reorder point procedure. The only difference between
the two procedures is that in the manual reorder point procedure, the reorder level
is entered manually in the material master record. In the automatic reorder point

Figure 8.7 Material Master Data for MRP: MRP Type

In the following discussion, we describe the principle of reorder point planning in
detail. We outline the net requirements calculation executed by the system during
the planning run. In this context, we provide some definitions and explain the
function and determination of reorder point and safety stock.

Net Requirements Calculation in Reorder Point Planning
Reorder point planning is based on the comparison of the available MRP stock
with the reorder point of a material in a plant or MRP area.
The system calculates the available MRP stock using the following formula:
Available MRP stock = Inventory + Fixed planned orders + Fixed purchase
requisitions + Purchase orders
Note
A fixed purchase requisition is either a purchase requisition that was created manually or
a purchase requisition that was created via MRP but then changed manually. In both
cases, such a purchase requisition cannot be changed automatically by the planning run.
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The shortage quantity is the difference between the reorder point and the available MRP stock.

Reorder Point and Safety Stock
The reorder point should be defined so that it can cover the expected average
material requirements during the replenishment lead time.
Optionally, you can also define a safety stock level for a material and a plant or an
MRP area. Figure 8.8 shows the safety stock in a material master record on the MRP
2 tab. This safety stock level is intended to cover both the additional material consumption that may occur during the replenishment lead time and the normal
requirements in the event of delivery delays. The safety stock is therefore part of
the reorder level.
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Note
During the net requirements calculation, the safety stock is not considered to be part of
the available MRP stock unless the MRP group assigned to the material specifies that a
certain percentage of the safety stock should belong to the available stock. The MRP
group is explained in the section “Plant Parameters and MRP Groups.”

Lot Size Calculation
During a planning run, the system first carries out a net requirements calculation.
The system determines a shortage quantity that must be covered by receipts. A
lot-size calculation is then executed, and procurement proposals are created.
You control how the system calculates the lot sizes by selecting a lot-sizing procedure in material master record maintenance. There are also other options in the
material master record that you can use to influence the lot size, such as rounding,
minimum lot size, and maximum lot size. Figure 8.9 shows the lot-size data in a
material master record in the MRP 1 tab.

Figure 8.8 Safety Stock in the Material Master Record

The reorder level is made up of the expected material requirements during the
APC and the safety stock level. Hence the formula that you should apply when
determining the reorder point of a material:
Reorder point = Safety stock + Expected daily requirement × Replenishment lead
time
After the net requirements calculation, the system determines the lot size using
the lot-sizing procedure and associated parameters in the material master record.

Figure 8.9 Lot-Size Data in Material Master Record
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Lot-Sizing Procedures
There are three categories of procedures for calculating the lot size:
쐍 Static lot-sizing procedures
In static lot-sizing procedures, the procurement quantity is calculated exclusively based on quantity specifications from the respective material master.
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쐍 You enter a rounding profile.
Rounding profiles are defined in Customizing under Materials Management •
Consumption-Based Planning • Planning • Lot-Size Calculation • Maintain Rounding Profile.
A rounding profile is composed of threshold values and rounding values. The
threshold value is the value from which the system rounds up. The rounding
value is the value to which the system rounds up if the threshold value is
exceeded. You can define several combinations of threshold and rounding values for a rounding profile.

– For the exact lot size (procedure EX), the system creates an order proposal for
exactly the calculated shortage quantity. In reorder point planning, the exact
lot size means that the system proposes exactly the difference to the reorder
level. In reorder point planning, this procedure is therefore only used to a
limited extent (e.g., for spare parts), as it can lead to frequent small order proposals.
– With the fixed lot size (procedure FX), the system creates a procurement proposal for the fixed lot size in case of a shortage. If this is not sufficient to cover
the requirement, the system creates several procurement proposals of the
same quantity for the same date.
– When replenishing up to the maximum stock level (procedure HB), the system
creates a procurement proposal for the difference between the available
stock and the maximum stock level defined in the material master record.
쐍 Periodic lot-sizing procedures
In period lot-sizing procedures, the system groups together several requirement quantities within a time segment to form a lot size. The period lengths can
be days, weeks, months, or a period of flexible length like accounting periods, as
well as freely definable periods according to the planning calendar. In consumption-based planning, periodic procedures are only suitable for forecast-based
planning.

You can use a rounding profile to ensure, for example, that price and quantity
scales are used optimally. Table 8.1 gives examples to illustrate the system
behavior when you enter the profile 0001 shown in Figure 8.10 in a material
master record.
Calculated Requirement Quantity

Final Procurement Quantity after Rounding

19

19

26

50

65

65

78

100

Table 8.1 Sample Rounding Values

쐍 Optimizing lot-sizing procedures
In the optimizing lot-sizing procedures, requirement quantities from several
periods are grouped together in one lot size, whereby an optimum cost is determined between lot size-independent costs and storage costs.
Details about optimizing lot-sizing procedures are not further explained and
are not part of the certification.

Rounding
You can use rounding to adjust the procurement quantities to the delivery, packaging, or transport units. This is recommended, for example, if materials are only
delivered in packs with a fixed number of pieces or in whole pallets. There are two
ways of making rounding specifications in the material master:
쐍 You enter a rounding value.
The lot size calculated by the MRP run is then rounded to a multiple of this
value.

Figure 8.10 Example of a Rounding Profile

Minimum and Maximum Lot Size
You can enter a minimum and a maximum lot size as limit values in the material
master record. These limit values are then considered in the lot-size calculation.
The minimum lot size defines the minimum quantity possible for a procurement
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proposal. The maximum lot size defines the maximum possible quantity for a procurement proposal. The system then rounds up to the minimum lot size or prevents a grouping above the maximum lot size.

The sum of purchasing department processing time, planned delivery time, and
goods receipt processing time forms the replenishment lead time of an externally
procured material.

Scheduling

Executing a Planning Run

After the net requirements calculation and the lot-size calculation, the system
schedules the procurement proposal during the planning run. It calculates the
date on which the purchase order must be created and sent and the date on which
the supplier must deliver the ordered quantity.
The material shortage date for materials planned by reorder point is the date of the
planning run. During scheduling, the system determines the date on which the
material will be available, starting from the date of the planning run. This procedure is called forward scheduling.
When a purchase requisition is created by MRP, the MRP date is stored in the purchase requisition as the release date. “Release” in this context means the release of
the purchase requisition for conversion into a purchase order. If a planned order is
created by MRP, the MRP date becomes the order start date in the planned order.
The availability date is determined with forward scheduling using the following
formula:
Availability date = Release date + Purchasing department processing time +
Planned delivery time + Goods receipt processing time

In the previous chapters, we have discussed the individual steps involved in a
planning run for a single material: net requirements calculation, lot-size calculation, scheduling, and determination of the type of procurement proposal. We have
learned which specific fields in the material master influence and control these
individual steps. Now we will discuss the options available for starting a planning
run and how the scope of a planning run can be defined. First, we will discuss the
meaning of the planning file.

The Planning File
The system carries out various subprocesses during a planning run. Checking the
planning file entry is the first subprocess that takes place in MRP. The planning file
contains all the relevant materials for a planning run. As soon as you create a
material master with MRP views and a valid MRP type (except MRP type ND, which
stands for “no MRP”), this material is automatically included in the planning file.
The planning file controls the planning run and the scope of planning—that is, the
planning file determines the materials that are to be included in the different
types of planning runs.

Let’s look at each of these elements. The purchasing department processing time is
specified in working days and represents the time required by the purchasing
department to convert a purchase requisition into a purchasing document. You
define this processing time per plant in Customizing under Materials Management • Consumption-Based Planning • Plant Parameters • Plant Parameters • Carry
Out Overall Maintenance of Plant Parameters.

Materials that have been subject to an MRP-relevant activity, such as the creation
of a purchase order, are automatically flagged with a corresponding indicator
(NETCH indicator) in the planning file. Here are some examples of changes that are
relevant to planning:

The planned delivery time is specified in calendar days and represents the time
required for the external procurement of a material. The planned delivery time is
stored in the material master record at the plant level. You can also store the
planned delivery time in contracts, scheduling agreements, or purchasing info
records. MRP takes the planned delivery time from outline agreements or purchasing info records to calculate the availability date if the system can determine
these sources of supply, otherwise from the material master record.

쐍 Creation or changes of purchase requisitions, planned orders, purchase documents, sales documents, forecast requirements, dependent requirements, reservations

The goods receipt processing time is the time in workdays between the receipt of
the material, and its final is put away in the warehouse. The goods receipt processing time is stored in the material master record at the plant level or in outline
agreements. MRP takes the goods receipt processing time from outline agreements or purchasing info records to calculate the availability date if the system
can determine these sources of supply, otherwise from the material master record.

쐍 Posting a goods issue or a goods receipt, if this changes the requirements and
stock situation of the material (for consumption-based materials, only if the
reorder level is exceeded or fallen short of)

쐍 MRP-relevant material changes
Figure 8.11 shows the initial screen of the planning file, and Figure 8.12 shows an
example of a planning file entry. You can see that the Net Change Planning indicator is set (NETCH indicator—Field NChge Plng). It means that a change has occurred
for this material since the last planning run and that the material will be considered in the next planning run.
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A material can appear in several bills of material. The low-level code is the lowest
level at which a material appears in all bills of material (BOMs). If a material is not
contained in a BOM, the system automatically sets the highest level (999 or blank).
An entry in the planning file is permanent. Only the indicators are set or removed.
In your backend system, choose Logistics • Materials Management • Material Requirements Planning (MRP) • MRP • Planning • Planning File Entry • Display (MD21)
to view the planning file entry.

Starting a Planning Run
Let’s review how to start the planning run in both SAP S/4HANA options for MRP:
classic MRP and MRP Live.

Classic MRP Execution
The classic planning run transactions (i.e., Transactions MD01, MD03, MDBT, and
so forth) are still available in SAP S/4HANA.
You can carry out a planning run as a total planning run for one or more plants or
MRP areas (one after the other, as classic MRP does not execute a cross plant planning). This procedure involves the planning of all the materials that are relevant
for planning within the plants or MRP areas contained in the scope of planning.
Figure 8.11 Initial Screen of the Planning File

Figure 8.13 shows the initial screen of a total planning run with a scope of planning.

Figure 8.12 Example of a Planning File Entry

Note
SAP S/4HANA no longer supports net change planning in a limited planning horizon (processing key NETPL, Field NChgeHor). This is valid for both the classic MRP and MRP Live.

The low-level code (Field Cde) is also part of the planning file entry and controls the
sequence in which materials are planned in an MRP run: first the materials with
low-level code 0 are planned, then the materials with low-level code 1, and so on.

Figure 8.13 Total Planning Run with Scope of Planning
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Figure 8.14 shows the details of the scope of planning Z001.

Figure 8.14 Scope of Planning: Details

You can use the scope of planning function for different purposes:
쐍 To execute total planning for several plants and/or MRP areas, one after
another
쐍 To execute total planning for one or more MRP areas within a plant
You can define required scopes of planning in Customizing under Materials
Management • Consumption-Based Planning • Planning • Define Scope of Planning
for Total Planning.
For each planning scope, you enter a counter to specify the sequence of individual
MRP levels (plants or MRP areas). This counter determines the sequence for planning. If you enter one or more MRP areas for a plant in the scope of planning, you
can thereby restrict the total planning run to these levels.
You can carry out a total planning run either online or in the background processing mode. To execute a total planning, on the SAP Easy Access screen in your backend system, choose Logistics • Materials Management • Material Requirements
Planning (MRP) • MRP • Planning • Total Planning (MD01—Online or MDBT—as
Background Job).

Figure 8.15 Single-Item Planning: Control Parameters

The control parameters include ones listed in Table 8.2.
Parameter

Possible Entries and Description

Processing key

The NEUPL processing key is used for regenerative planning.
With this processing key, the system plans all materials
included in the planning file, irrespective of the indicators.
With the NETCH processing key, only those materials for
which the NETCH indicator has been set in the planning file
are planned.

Creation indicator for
purchase requisitions

2. MRP created purchase requisitions for externally procured
material within the opening period. Outside the opening
period, planned orders are created.

You can also carry out a planning run as a single-item planning run for an individual material. Figure 8.15 shows the initial screen of a single-item planning run.
To execute a single-item planning, on the SAP Easy Access screen in your backend
system, choose Logistics • Materials Management • Material Requirements Planning (MRP) • MRP • Planning • Single-Item, Single-Level (MD03).
In requirements planning with classic MRP, you can set control parameters on the
initial screen of the planning run. You use these parameters to determine how the
planning run is carried out and what results are to be produced.

1. MRP always creates purchase requisitions for externally
procured material.

3. MRP always creates planned orders for externally procured
material.
Creation indicator for
scheduling agreements
(SA Deliv. Sched. Lines)

1. MRP never creates scheduling agreement schedule lines for
externally procured materials for which a valid scheduling
agreement exists. Purchase requisitions are created instead.
2. MRP creates scheduling agreement schedule lines for
externally procured materials for which a valid scheduling
agreement exists only in the opening period. Outside the
opening period, purchase requisitions are created.

Table 8.2 MRP Control Parameters
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Parameter

Possible Entries and Description
3. MRP always creates scheduling agreement schedule lines
for externally procured materials for which a valid scheduling
agreement exists.

Create MRP list
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You can perform an MRP Live planning run in the system in the following ways:
On the SAP Easy Access screen in your backend system, choose Logistics • Production • MRP • Planning • MRP Live (MD01N) as shown in Figure 8.16, or use the Schedule MRP Runs app on your SAP Fiori launchpad, as shown in Figure 8.17.

1. MRP lists are always created.
2. MRP lists are created depending on exception messages.
3. MRP lists are never created.

Planning mode

1. The system reuses unfirmed procurement proposals and, if
necessary, adapts the quantity and date to the new planning
situation. The BOM is re-exploded only for procurement proposals that are to be adapted.
2. The system reuses unfirmed procurement proposals and, if
necessary, adapts the quantity and date to the new planning
situation. The BOM is always re-exploded.
3. The system deletes all procurement proposals that are not
firmed and creates new procurement proposals as required.
The BOM is always re-exploded.

Table 8.2 MRP Control Parameters (Cont.)

Note

Figure 8.16 MRP Live (Transaction MD01N)

The planning mode indicator specifies how nonfixed procurement proposals from the
last planning run are handled in the next planning run. Fixed procurement proposals
remain unchanged.
The planning mode is also derived from the planning file.
쐍 Planning mode 1 corresponds to a planning file entry for a material with the NETCH
indicator only.
쐍 Planning mode 2 corresponds to a planning file entry with the BOM Re-Exploding
indicator.
쐍 Planning mode 3 corresponds to a planning file entry with the Reset Order Proposals
indicator.
If the planning mode in the planning file differs from the planning mode in the initial
screen of the planning run for a material, the system uses the mode with the highest
numerical value.

MRP Live
SAP S/4HANA features MRP Live, an MRP run optimized for SAP S/4HANA. MRP
Live reads material receipts and requirements, calculates shortages, and creates
planned orders and purchase requisitions, all in one database procedure. This minimizes the volume of data that must be copied from the database server to the
application server and back, which considerably improves performance. MRP Live
also enables a more flexible planning scope: you can preselect the materials that
you want to plan in an MRP Live run.
Figure 8.17 The Schedule MRP Runs App
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Using the MRP Live control parameters, you define how the preselected materials
must be planned. For example, by selecting the regenerative planning parameter,
you force the system to plan all preselected materials, even if there were no
changes since the last planning run.

Plant Parameters and MRP Groups

The main control parameters for MRP Live include the ones listed in Table 8.3.

Plant parameters are control parameters for requirements planning. You can maintain plant parameters for each plant in Customizing under Materials Management •
Consumption-Based Planning • Plant Parameters • Plant Parameters • Carry Out Overall Maintenance of Plant Parameters.

Parameter

Possible Entries and Description

Changed BOM components

You set this indicator if you want the system to plan the
BOM components in addition to the materials selected
in the Scope of Planning section. The system only then
plans the BOM components if the current planning run
has changed its dependent requirements. Unchanged
BOM components are ignored.

All order BOM components

You set this indicator if you want the system to plan all
other BOM components in addition to the materials
selected in the Scope of Planning section. The system
plans the components in any order BOM of the planned
materials, even if the component requirements have
not changed.

Stock transfer materials

This indicator only affects materials that have a special
procurement type “stock transfer.” You set this indicator if you want the system to plan the selected materials not only in the plants that are specified in the Scope
of Planning section but also in their supplying plants if
changes relevant to planning have occurred in the supplying plants during the current MRP run.

Regenerative planning

You set this indicator if you want the system to carry
out a regenerative planning run—that is, all selected
materials are planned, regardless of whether they have
been changed for MRP since the last planning run (independent of the NETCH indicator in the planning file).

Planning mode

1. Adapt planning data. The system reuses existing
unconfirmed procurement proposals from the previous
planning run that are to remain unchanged. Existing
non-firm procurement proposals from the previous
planning run that are no longer 100% valid (quantity
and/or date are no longer valid) are deleted and created
again.
2. Delete and recreate planning data. The system
deletes all non-fixed procurement proposals and creates new procurement proposals as required.

Table 8.3 MRP Live Control Parameters

In addition to the control parameters in the planning file and on the initial screen
of the MRP run, it is possible to define parameters per plant or per group of materials.

Figure 8.18 shows the initial screen for maintaining plant parameters. At the plant
level, you maintain parameters such as the purchasing processing time (as shown
in Figure 8.19) or the stocks that are included in the calculation of the available
stock for materials planning (as shown in Figure 8.20).

Figure 8.18 Plant Parameters
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Figure 8.19 Example of Plant Parameters: Default Values Purchasing/MRP
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Figure 8.22 The Creation Indicator in the MRP Group

You also can define which percentage of safety stock should be considered as part
of the available stock for planning (see Figure 8.23).

Figure 8.20 Example of Plant Parameters: Available Stocks

The MRP group is used to assign certain control parameters for MRP to a group of
materials. You can maintain MRP groups and the corresponding parameters in
Customizing under Materials Management • Consumption-Based Planning • MRP
Groups • Maintain MRP Groups • Overall Maintenance of MRP Groups. Figure 8.21
displays the initial screen for maintaining the MRP groups.

Figure 8.23 Safety Stock in the MRP Group

After you have maintained MRP groups, you can assign these to materials. Figure
8.24 shows the MRP Group field in a material master record on the MRP 1 tab.

Figure 8.21 Customizing MRP Groups: Initial Screen

On the MRP group level, you maintain parameters such as the creation indicator
for purchase requisitions, schedule lines, or MRP list shown in Figure 8.22.

Figure 8.24 MRP Group in the Material Master Record
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Some settings can be made both in Customizing for the MRP group and on the initial screen of the MRP run.
During total planning, the system checks for each material whether an MRP group is
assigned to the material. If so, the settings of the MRP group have priority over the
settings of the plant parameters or the initial screen. If no MRP group is assigned to
the material, the system plans the material using the plant parameters and the
parameters entered on the initial screen.
In single-item planning, the system always uses the parameters entered on the initial screen for planning.
Note

Figure 8.25 Individual Access to the Stock/Requirements List

Maintenance of the plant parameters is a prerequisite for MRP in the respective plant.

Planning Analysis
SAP S/4HANA offers several options for monitoring the planning results. The primary tools are the MRP list and the stock/requirements list. Let’s look at each.

The MRP List
The MRP list is exactly the result of the planning run for the scope of planning. The
MRP list is therefore a static list with a date stamp (date and time of the MRP run).
The MRP list is generated optionally in classic MRP, but also exclusively in classic
MRP. On the initial screen of the planning run in classic MRP, an indicator allows
you to decide whether the system should generate an MRP list.

The Stock/Requirements List
The current stock/requirements list displays the actual stocks and requirements.
The stock/requirements list provides the real-time availability situation for a
material. Changes that are made after the planning date are valid immediately.
The list is dynamic, and is available in both classic MRP and in MRP Live.
Both individual and collective access are possible for the stock/requirements list and
for the MRP list. Figure 8.25 shows the individual access to the stock/requirements
list. Here you enter a single material and a plant or MRP area.
Figure 8.26 shows the stock/requirements list for the material selected.
Figure 8.26 Stock/Requirements List

When you choose the collective access, the system selects all materials, depending on the selection made in the respective plant. You obtain a material list and
can adapt it to suit your requirements (sort materials, adjust column sequence,
set traffic lights). From the material list, you can branch to individual stock/
requirements lists.
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Figure 8.27 shows the initial screen for the collective access to the stock/requirements list with selection options. Figure 8.28 shows the corresponding list of the
selected materials.

Key Concept Refresher Chapter 8

You have numerous options for influencing the selection and visual presentation
of the data on the stock/requirements list and its collective or individual displays.
This makes working with the lists more flexible and easier and improves performance.
쐍 Adaptation of navigation with user-specific transaction calls and navigation
profiles defined in Customizing
쐍 Restriction of the selection with filters defined in Customizing
쐍 Configuration of the header details
쐍 Grouping exception messages and change the texts of the exception group to
meet your needs better

Exception Messages
Exception messages are created during the planning run for exceptional situations that need to be checked by the MRP controller. The exception messages are
divided into eight groups. The assignment of the message to the groups and the
naming of the groups can be adapted for customer-specific requirements.
Depending on the exception group, the materials can be assigned a traffic light.

SAP Fiori Apps for Evaluations
The following evaluations apps are available on the SAP Fiori launchpad:
쐍 Monitor Material Coverage Net Segments
With this app you can monitor all materials in your area of responsibility. You
can specify a shortage definition to determine which of the materials have
shortages.
Figure 8.27 Collective Access to the Stocks/Requirements List

쐍 Monitor Material Coverage Net and Individual Segments
With this app you can monitor all materials in your area of responsibility. This
includes make-to-stock, make-to-order, engineer-to-order materials, materials
for direct production and direct procurement.
쐍 Check Material Coverage
This app helps you to solve coverage issues for individual materials selected in
the Monitor Material Coverage app.
쐍 Display MRP Master Data Issues
This app displays issues concerning master data that were detected during an
MRP Live planning run.
쐍 Display MRP Key Figures
This app gives you detailed information about each MRP run, no matter
whether it is completed, still running or has been cancelled.
Note

Figure 8.28 List of Selected Material in the Stocks/Requirements List via Collective Access

We recommend that you test the mentioned transactions and apps in a system in detail
so that you become familiar with the possible functions.
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Source Determination
During the MRP run, the system calculates the quantities to be procured (requirement quantity/lot size) and the delivery dates. In addition, the source determination process in MRP tries to assign a source of supply to purchase requisition
items.
MRP first identifies material shortages. After the lot-size calculation, the planned
material receipts are known with the requirements date and quantity. The source
of supply determination then determines whether the required quantity is produced or purchased and, if procured externally, from which vendor under which
conditions.
For externally procured materials (the procurement type of the material is F), MRP
considers valid sources of supply in the following order:

Important Terminology Chapter 8

쐍 Assignment quota arrangement
Each lot is assigned to a source of supply.
쐍 Split quota arrangement
A procurement proposal is split and assigned to different sources of supply.
Note
There is a prerequisite if you want to use a splitting quota arrangement: You must use a
lot-sizing procedure with a splitting quota for the material in the material master.

Important Terminology
The following terminology was used in this chapter:

1. Scheduling agreements
When sourcing determines a valid scheduling agreement, MRP Live always creates schedule lines. Instead, classic MRP considers the creation indicator maintained in the initial screen of the planning run, which controls whether schedule lines should be created.

쐍 MRP procedure
This is the principle according to which requirements are calculated: demand or
consumption-based.

2. Contracts
When sourcing determines a valid contract, MRP creates a purchase requisition
assigned to this contract.

쐍 Procurement type
The procurement type is a key that is defined in Customizing and stored in the
material master record. It controls mainly the MRP procedure.

3. Info records with the Automatic Sourcing indicator
If source determination does not determine a scheduling agreement or a contract but a purchasing info record relevant for automatic sourcing, a purchase
requisition assigned to this source is created.

쐍 Procurement proposal
Procurement proposals are the main results of an MRP run. Among other
things, depending on the procurement type of the material, this can be purchase requisitions, delivery schedules, or planned orders.

Note
You can overrule the source determination logic explained previously by using source
lists or quota arrangements. Quota arrangements have higher priority than source lists.

The source list overrules the Automatic Sourcing indicator in the purchasing info
record. If a source list entry for a purchasing info record is flagged as not relevant
for MRP (the MRP indicator is blank), the corresponding purchasing info record is
not considered by MRP, even if the Automatic Sourcing indicator is set. If the source
list is flagged as relevant for MRP (the indicator is 1), the purchasing info record is
considered by the MRP run, even if the Automatic Sourcing indicator is not set.
Quota regulations can be used if several sources of supply are to be used simultaneously. You can define a quota for each source of supply. A quota arrangement is
valid for a certain period. The quota specifies how the requirement is to be distributed among the individual sources of supply. MRP always and primarily takes
existing quota arrangements into account. The following quota arrangement procedures are available in MRP:

쐍 MRP Live
MRP Live is the new MRP run in SAP S/4HANA.

쐍 MRP area
The MRP area is the organizational level where MRP takes place: it corresponds
to a plant or part of a plant or a supplier (subcontractor).
쐍 Reorder point
The reorder point is used in the reorder point procedure. It is entered in the
material master record for each plant. As soon as the stock level (available stock)
falls below the reorder level, a covering of requirements is triggered.
쐍 Safety stock
The safety stock can be entered in the material master record for each plant. It
should cover additional requirements or delays in delivery.
쐍 Lot-sizing procedure
This is used to calculate the lot size when a requirement is determined. Simple
static procedures are fixed lot size, exact lot size, or refilling up to a maximum
stock level.
쐍 Replenishment lead time
The replenishment lead time for an externally procured material is the sum of
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첸

D. If the storage location stock falls below the reorder point, procurement is
triggered during reorder point planning.

2.

쐍 MRP group
MRP groups are used to assign certain control parameters for MRP to a group of
materials.

Which field in the material master record controls whether a material is subject to consumption-based or demand-based planning?

첸

A. MRP type

쐍 Planning file
The planning file contains all the relevant materials for a planning run.

첸

B. Material status

첸

C. Procurement type

첸

D. MRP group

3.

What are the possible results of an MRP run? (There are two correct answers.)

쐍 Stock/requirements list
This describes the current demand situation of a material.

첸

A. Planned orders

첸

B. Purchase orders

쐍 Exception message
Exception messages are part of the results of the MRP run. They indicate an
exceptional situation such as shortage.

첸

C. Delivery schedule lines

첸

D. Production orders

4.

True or false: With MRP Live, you can choose whether schedule lines are generated instead of purchase requisitions for a material if a valid scheduling
agreement exists for the material.

첸

A. True

첸

B. False

5.

Which of the following statements apply to the MRP area? (There are two correct answers.)

첸

Select the correct answers, and then check the completeness of your answers in
the next section. Remember that on the exam, you must select all correct
answers—and only correct answers—to receive credit for the question.

A. The MRP area as an organizational unit for planning is optional. If you do
not activate the use of MRP areas, the plant is the planning level.

첸

B. The system automatically creates an MRP area for each plant in the background. If this level is enough for MRP, you do not have to configure any further MRP areas.

1.

첸

C. You can define cross-plant MRP areas.

첸

D. You can define your subcontractors as MRP areas. However, it is not necessary to create specific material master data for these subcontractor MRP areas.

6.

True or false: The available MRP stock of a material is considered for the net
requirements calculation during the MRP run and includes all purchase requisitions for this material.

첸

A. True

첸

B. False

planned delivery time, goods receipt processing time, and purchasing department processing time.
쐍 Plant parameters
These are MRP-relevant parameters that are maintained per plant.

쐍 MRP list
The MRP list contains the planning result for all planned materials. It is only created for classic MRP.

쐍 Source determination
Supply source determination is a task of the MRP run, which tries to determine
the suitable supply source of supply according to a certain logic.

Practice Questions
These questions will help you evaluate your understanding of the topics covered
in this chapter. They are similar in nature to those on the certification examination. Although none of these questions will be found in the exam itself, they will
allow you to review your knowledge of the subject.

첸

You are implementing reorder point planning for some materials. Which of
the following statements apply to the reorder point? (There are two correct
answers.)
A. The reorder point is composed of the expected material requirements
during the replenishment lead time and the safety stock.

첸

B. The reorder point should cover additional material consumption during
the replenishment lead time, as well as delivery delays.

첸

C. You can use the forecast program to automatically determine the reorder
point in the material master.
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7.

What is the purpose of the safety stock for a material? (There are two correct
answers.)

12. True or false: The MRP list is always generated and reflects the stock/requirements situation of the planned materials directly after the planning run.

첸

A. Cover extra material needs that may arise during the replenishment lead
time.

첸

A. True

첸

B. False

첸

B. Cover the expected average material requirements during the replenishment lead time.

첸

C. Cover the normal expected requirements in the event of delivery delays.

첸

D. Increase calculated lot size to create a stock buffer.

8.

Where do you specify the lot-sizing procedure?

첸

A. In Customizing for the MRP group

첸

B. On the initial screen of the MRP run

첸

C. In the material master record

첸

D. In Customizing of the plant parameters

9.

You are testing a classic MRP run. How can you ensure that only those materials are planned that have undergone a change relevant to MRP since the last
planning run?

첸

A. Select the processing key NETCH on the initial screen of the MRP run.

첸

B. Select the processing key NETPL on the initial screen of the MRP run.

첸

C. Select the processing key NEUPL on the initial screen of the MRP run.

첸

D. Select the scope of planning NETCH on the initial screen of the MRP run.

10. True or false: During the MRP run, the system first reads the planning file to
determine the materials to be considered. The system carries out a net
requirements calculation for each of these materials. If a material shortage is
determined, the lot size is calculated. The system carries out forward scheduling to calculate the availability date of the quantity to be procured. The system
issues a corresponding procurement proposal.
첸

A. True

첸

B. False

11.

You want to include 50% of the safety stock of a material in the calculation of
the available MRP stock. How do you proceed?

첸

A. Use the processing key on the initial screen of the MRP run.

첸

B. Use the MRP group in the material master record.

첸

C. Use the MRP type in the material master record.

첸

D. Use the planning mode on the initial screen of the MRP run.

Practice Question Answers and Explanations
1. Correct answers: A, C
The reorder point should cover the expected average material requirements
during the replenishment lead time. The reorder level is made up of the
expected material requirements during the replenishment lead time and the
safety stock level. SAP S/4HANA provides MRP type VB for the manual reorder
point procedure and MRP type VM for the automatic reorder point procedure.
The only difference between the two procedures is that in the manual reorder
point procedure, the reorder level is entered manually in the material master
record. In the automatic reorder point procedure, the reorder level is calculated
automatically by the system using the forecast.
2. Correct answer: A
The MRP type controls the MRP procedure. The material status restricts the
usability of a material. The procurement category indicates whether a material
can be produced in-house, procured externally, or both.
3. Correct answers: A, C
MRP creates procurement proposals, such as purchase requisitions or planned
orders. These must be converted into a purchase order or a production order by
the MRP controller. Although there is the option of automatic conversion, this
is not possible through MRP. Delivery schedule lines are a special feature:
although they have a binding character in contrast to purchase requisitions,
they can be generated by the MRP run if a scheduling agreement exists for the
material. This option enables the procurement process to be simplified and
accelerated.
4. Correct answer: B
False. With classic MRP, you can choose whether schedule lines are generated
instead of purchase requisitions for a material with a valid scheduling agreement. A parameter is available for this on the initial screen of the MRP run.
Instead, MRP Live always creates schedule lines if a valid scheduling agreement
exists. The background to this feature is simplification.
5. Correct answers: B, D
The MRP areas were optional in SAP ERP. You had to activate their use in Customizing. In SAP S/4HANA, we now have a uniform and simplified solution.
The MRP area is the single organizational level for MRP. MRP areas can only be
created within a plant. They represent a subdivision of the plant. Remember
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that stock of material provided to subcontractors belongs to your own plant
stock.
6. Correct answer: B
False. The available MRP stock of a material is considered in the net requirements calculation during the MRP run, but it only contains the fixed planned
receipts—purchase orders and fixed purchase requisitions, for example. Nonfixed purchase requisitions are not included in the calculation.
7. Correct answers: A, C
It is the task of the reorder point to cover the expected average material
requirements during the replenishment lead time. The safety stock should
cover both the additional material consumption that may occur during the
replenishment lead time and the normal requirements in the event of delivery
delays.
8. Correct answer: C
The lot-sizing procedure is specified for each plant and material in the material
master.
9. Correct answer: A
By setting the NETCH processing key on the initial screen of the MRP run, you
ensure that only the materials included in the planning file with the NETCH
indicator are considered. With the indicator NEUPL, all materials in the planning file are considered in the planning run, regardless of their indicator. The
processing key NETPL is no longer supported in SAP S/4HANA.
The scope of planning has a completely different function: you can use it to
extend the scope of the planning run to several plants in sequence or to reduce
it to only some MRP areas of a plant.
10. Correct answer: A
True. This sentence outlines the process of an MRP run, which you should keep
in mind.
11. Correct answer: B
To ensure that a certain percentage of the safety stock is included in the calculation of the available MRP stock, you must create an MRP group in Customizing, define the percentage there, and then enter this MRP group in the material master record. Otherwise, the safety stock does not belong to the available
stock for MRP.
12. Correct answer: B
False. The MRP list really represents the stock/requirements situation of the
MRP materials directly after the planning run, but it is not generated systematically. It can only be generated optionally for classic MRP. MRP Live no longer
offers this option. This is due to the change in the way MRP controllers work: in
earlier times, MRP controllers used the MRP list to analyze the planning results.
The performance gains now allow them to call up a real-time list.

Summary Chapter 8

Takeaway
This chapter describes the planning procedures offered in SAP S/4HANA and the
differences between them. You should be able to explain the organizational units
that are relevant for planning. You should be familiar with the control parameters
for planning in both Customizing and the material master. You should also be able
to enumerate and explain the various planning process steps and how sources of
supply are determined. You should also know how to carry out MRP (in the classic
way and with the new MRP Live) and how to analyze the planning results.

Summary
Production planners must make sure material is available when needed. MRP
assists production planners with this task. The MRP run determines expected
material shortages and creates planned orders, purchase requisitions, or delivery
schedule lines to cover the expected material shortages.
SAP S/4HANA offers MRP Live, a new and high-performance MRP run, but classic
MRP is still available. MRP Live represents a certain simplification: MRP lists are no
longer created and planned orders are no longer created for externally procured
materials in the standard system. However, MRP in SAP S/4HANA still offers great
flexibility. Through numerous parameters in the material master, plant-specific
parameters, and so forth, you can configure a very differentiated requirements
calculation. As a consultant, this competence is in great demand.
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